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Instilling the 7 Habits of Highly Effective People Into Our School Community
By Tim Torres Mofhitz, Principal

Keyes Elementary School: We Develop
Leaders, One Child at a Time

where they make personal and academic goals and track their
progress throughout the year.

Here at Keyes Elementary School we teach,
model, and practice The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. These habits include: be proactive; begin with the end in mind; put first
things first; think win-win; seek first to understand, then to be understood; synergize; and sharpen the saw.

First Grade Student and Classroom Wildly Important Goals (WIGs)

The 7 Habits
Be Proactive (you
are in charge): We
teach our students
to have a can do attitude and that, although they can’t
choose every circumstance,
they
can choose their actions, attitudes, and
moods. We also teach
our students to focus
on the things that they can control
as opposed to things that they have
no control over.
Begin With the End in Mind
(have a plan and make goals):
We teach our students to think
about what they want for themselves in the future and make goals for themselves. In fact, we
have school goals, class goals, and teachers model by posting
their own goals. Every student also has a leadership binder

In this issue: 

Put First Things First (first work, then play): We teach our
students to prioritize, to make sure that they get the most important things, things that will lead them to complete their
goals, first; before doing the less important things that can fill
our time.

Continued on page 2
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Instilling the 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People Into Our School Community
Continued from page 1
Think Win-Win (everyone can win): We teach our students
to consider other people’s wins along with their own when
making decisions that affect other people.
Seek First to Understand, Then to be Understood (listen
before you talk, but really): We teach our students to practice
empathic listening. Instead of thinking how to respond, when
someone is talking, taking the opportunity to understand the
perspective of that person through what they are sharing. Then
after verifying that you understand their perspective, having
the courage to respectfully share your perspective.
Synergize (together is better): We teach our students to
value differences and, when solving a problem, seeking for a
third, even better alternative than my idea/your idea.
Sharpen the Saw (balance feels best): We teach our students that it is important to take care of their body, heart and
mind. We teach the importance of taking care of yourself by
eating healthy, exercising, getting enough rest, nurturing and
building on relationships, continual learning, taking time for
reflection and for doing things that you really love, that rejuvenate you.

Educators Empower Students to Lead Their Own Learning: We
look for ways to empower students within their own learning.
We support students with making academic goals and coming up with a plan how they will achieve those goals within
their leadership binder. We also provide students with learning that includes much collaboration, critical thinking and creativity. This year we have started periodically having “genius
hour.” This is a specified time for students to: decide what they
would like to learn more about; research the learning, and
then make a presentation to the class what they have learned.
Some examples of student empowered learning: a student,
with a little brother recently diagnosed with autism, did a presentation on autism (wore an awareness shirt and presented
facts); another student presented about lizards (brought a lizard, that he caught, to school in a small terrarium); another
student presented on crocheting (provided a sample of what
she did); while another presented on rollercoasters (he made
his own mini rollercoaster).

School Paradigms
We also strive to reflect the following paradigms in everything
that we do in class and school-wide: everyone can be a leader;
everyone has genius; change starts with me; educators empower students to lead their own learning; and develop the
whole person.
Everyone Can be a Leader: We look for opportunities to give
students leadership opportunities in class and school-wide!
Students greet classroom visitors, take care of the class plant,
answer phones, etc. They have also taken over our student of
the month assemblies: planning what they will be presenting
and announcing at the assemblies. They are polled for ideas
for school wide activities and they are used in key positions
within the activities that they ask to have.
Everyone has Genius: We look to celebrate everyone’s genius, whether it be art, reading, math, writing, drama, music,
being a good friend, announcing at an assembly, etc., and we
look for opportunities for each student to be able to show and
value their genius here at school. We provide opportunities
for students to participate in drama, choir, sports, spelling bee
and so forth.
Change Starts with Me: We recognize that by maintaining
a positive attitude and focusing on improving things that are
within our control, we can be a change agent for lasting good
and improvement.
SSDA

Develop the Whole Person: We look for ways to nurture
and educate the whole child. We recognize that each child
is unique and we try to develop them academically, socially,
and emotionally.
Action Teams
Instead of committees, we organize action teams that include
cross grade level representation, student representation, and
parent representation. The action teams meet at least once
per month and collaborate to make site-based decisions focused on academics, leadership, and culture and make goals
to achieve continued growth and improvement at our school.
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Instilling the 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People Into Our School Community
Continued from page 2

Student and Family Learning of the 7
Habits Action Team Focus

Academics

• Direct Lessons (weekly and daily
schedules, scope and sequence)

Aligning School Goals Action Team Focus
•

School Goals (school wide academic
goals)

•

Team Goals (class goals)

•

Staff Goals (staff goals)

•

Student Goals (student academic
and personal goals)

•

Leadership Notebooks (schedule
student use of notebooks for reflective learning)

•

• Integrated Approaches (lesson integration, staff collaboration of lessons)
• Modeling (mission statements, staff
accountability partners, verbal and written interactions)
• Family Communication (leadership in
communication, families invited to participate)
• 7 Habits Training for Families (calendared family learning of 7 habits of Successful Families)

Student Led Conferences (students
conference with family, adult mentors, peers about their progress with
their goals)

• Student Teaching at Home (students
directly teaching family, positive leadership at home)

Leadership
Leadership Roles Action Team Focus
•

Student Leadership Roles (classroom and school-wide
leadership opportunities)

•

Student Voice (opportunities for students to collaborate
with staff and provide input)

•

Student Lighthouse Team (student, staff, and family lighthouse teams meet regularly)

Leadership Events Action Team Focus
•

School wide Events (student led, infused with leadership
principles, reflection)

•

Classroom Events (student input and collaboration for
fieldtrips and celebrations)

•

Family and Community Events (student driven to practice
and share leadership skills)

SSDA

Culture
School Environment Action Team Focus

•
•
•

Physical Environment (See: temporary and permanent elements to showcase 7 habits)
Common Language (Hear: students and staff use the
common language of the 7 habits)
Emotional Environment (Feel: emotional bank accounts – all feel welcomed and valued)

Conclusion
Although this is only our third year of training and coaching
by Franklin Covey in The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People,
through the implementation of the Leader in Me, we have
seen a tremendous transformation of leadership and engagement within our students, staff, parents, and community alike.
If you would like to see the Leader in Me in action, please
feel free to visit Keyes Elementary School, where We Develop
Leaders, One Child at a Time!
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Registration Now Open!
SSDA’s 2018 Annual Conference

February 19-21, 2018

Register online by PO
Register online by credit card
Hilton Sacramento - Arden West
2200 Harvard St.
Sacramento, CA 95815
Online Hotel Accommodations
Room Rate: $129

Registration includes:
Monday, February 19, 2018
2 Pre-Conference Sessions
Trade Show
Reception/Keynote Speaker
Dessert & Aperitif Crawl
Tuesday, February 20, 2018
30+ Workshops
Keynote Speakers
Binderup Award Presentation
Trade Show & Raffle
Reception/Heavy Hor D’oeuvres

What Past Attendees Have Had to Say!

"This was excellent -- well worth the time and money."
"My first time here was very informative and timely”
"Enjoyed the relaxed feel of the conference."
"Designed for smalls! Love it!"
"All speakers were excellent!"
"Excellent trade show!”
"Outstanding conference!"

Wednesday, February 21, 2018
Keynote Speaker
Workshops

925 L Street, Suite 1200
Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 662-7213
Fax: (916) 443-7468
www.ssda.org
SSDA
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How Pension Costs Are Affecting
California Schools
By Helio Brasil
Superintendent

These are the contributions the districts must make on behalf of teachers and other credentialed employees such as
school psychologists, counselors, and or administrators.

Keyes Union Elementary School District

As district negotiators and administrators working on any new contract for our districts, we are facing
the rapidly escalating costs of pension contributions without help on
the horizon. A drastic shift in the burden of retirement costs
is handicapping school districts across the state and forcing
us to divert money that could otherwise be spent on salaries and in the classroom toward pension costs.
The problem affects not just one district or one county, but
every public school district in California.
Districts must contribute more to CalSTRS, which manages
retirement benefits for current and former teachers, and
CalPERS, the California Public Employees’ Retirement System
that oversees pensions for non-teaching school personnel.
Next year’s increase in CalSTRS and CalPERS contributions
from all parties is about $1 billion, according to the California’s Legislative Analyst’s Office.
While employees along with employers — and in some
cases the state — will contribute to help make up the difference, the burden for the most part is falling on the school
districts. Just as we reach the gap funding levels, we suddenly face an even more daunting expense.
It has long been known that California’s pension systems
are running out of money. The pension funds, including
CalPERS and CalSTRS, aren’t making as much money from
their investments as they had predicted. Simply put, the
state has not taken steps to address this financial crisis.
According to public records, the CalSTRS retiree benefit
fund has a total $74 billion in unfunded liability. CalPERS’
performance has fallen short of the 7.5 percent annual return it expected on investments. It only earned about 0.6
percent in 2016.
Under AB 1469, a state law, the contributions went to 8.8 percent in the 2014-15 school year, then to 10.73 percent in 201516. The contribution is 12.58 percent for the 2016-17 school
year. The rate is scheduled to reach 19.1 percent in 2020-21.
SSDA

Retirement benefits for school employees who don’t have
credentials, such as custodians, bus drivers, and instructional
aides are managed by CalPERS — the retirement system that
handles benefits for a variety of government employees.
In the 2016-17 school year, most districts’ contributions to
CalPERS are the equivalent of 14 percent of payroll. The rate is
projected to increase to as much as 28.2 percent in 2023-24.
For most local school districts, the increase in revenues provided by the state, or in basic aid districts by property taxes,
may not be enough to cover these automatic cost increases.
California’s school districts are funded in one of two ways:
The first is based on average daily attendance plus the
number of certain students enrolled, or the second from
property taxes paid by residents of the district.
These are costs that must be borne by the school districts,
whether they get enough revenue to pay for them or not.
These rising costs more than absorb up any increase in
funding. Legislators are messaging that there are increases
in public education funding, but actually when given the
pension rate increases there are not. This means that any
money that is used toward contributions can’t go to directly
support the educational needs of kids in the classroom.
The state has to step in and pay the increased contribution, not the school districts. We have been promised local
control, and yet with the rise in contributions we have no
control. Education simply can’t take on more unfunded liabilities and continue to call it local control
This issue must be resolved and soon if we are to avoid cuts
in our schools related to both staffing, class sizes, issues like
school transportation and intervention programs.
Our duty as administrators is to look to our legislators to assist in ensuring that the state takes on its appropriate funding responsibilities. Simply wishing this be resolved or go
away is not a viable solution. The education community
must demand this issue be addressed and resolved before
catastrophic cuts will be implemented or enacted in our
school districts. This is state legislature issue and they must
be part of the resolution.
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State Board of Education Approves State ESSA Plan,
Continues Work on Dashboard
By Lee Angela Reid
Senior Legislative Advocate
Capitol Advisors Group

At the September SBE hearing, as
in prior hearings, the subject of accountability dominated the conversation. Below is a summary of the key items:
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)
As you recall, as part of California’s transition from NCLB to
ESSA, California must submit an ESSA Consolidated State
Plan. The state’s plan, which will describe California’s implementation of standards, assessments, accountability,
and assistance programs, has been developed within the
broader context of current ongoing efforts to strengthen
accountability, build local capacity and drive continuous
improvement in the state’s K-12 system. The goal of California’s Plan is to leverage the funds provided under ESSA
to support existing state priorities and complement the elements of the state accountability system.
The State Plan is not intended to reflect the full extent
of California’s work in K-12 education as that is not what
ESSA requires. The State Plan simply covers the programs
that will account for approximately $2.5 billion of federal
dollars the state will receive. The State Plan must include
specific information about how the state will implement
the related provisions as part of the application for federal funds.
There are also other provisions under ESSA that are not
covered in the State Plan and California will implement
these provisions over the coming months. For example,
ESSA requires LEAs to develop plans as a condition of
receiving local sub grants, which account for approximately 95 percent of the aforementioned $2.5 billion.
The state must also develop a process for reviewing and
approving these plans.
In addition, ESSA requires identification of the lowest
performing 5 percent of schools. School identification
and support under ESSA will not begin until Fall 2018 and
SSDA

more intensive interventions under ESSA will not be undertaken any earlier than Fall 2021.
One of the elements that the State Plan must include,
however, is the state’s definition of “ineffective teacher.” When the draft State Plan was posted for public
comment prior to the hearing, CDE received numerous comments expressing concern over the proposed
definition as it referenced teachers who were not “fully
credentialed” and, therefore, applied to intern teachers.
In response, the language was revised in the final draft
to simply focus on whether a teacher is misassigned or
teaching without a credential.
The language now reads as follows:
California’s definition for “ineffective teacher” builds on LCFF
Priority 1 by focusing on credential and assignment status –
specifically whether teachers are not appropriately assigned
or are teaching without a credential while recognizing the
flexibility afforded charter schools under state law. California
will meet the requirement by reporting — at the school and
district levels and statewide — data illustrating the various
credential statuses recognized by state law and teacher misassignments, and any equity gaps that may exist within each
status. The data profile will include:
•

The percent of teachers who are holding either preliminary or clear credentials

•

The percent of teachers who are misassigned

•

The percent of teachers with emergency permits, provisional permits or waivers

Additional detail on the aforementioned revision, as well
as on all other proposed changes, and more information
on both ESSA and the State Plan can be found here.
Prior to voting on the proposed State Plan, the Board received a detailed presentation from CDE staff. That presentation can be found here.
The Board addressed the State Plan through three separate motions. The first two motions dealt with revisions
to the plan and were approved unanimously. However,
the third motion, which was to approve the plan for subContinued on page 8
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State Board of Education Approves State ESSA Plan,
Continues Work on Dashboard
Continued from page 7

College/Career Indicator (CCI)

mission to the US Department of Education, had two dissenting votes as Board members Rucker and Ortiz-Licon
opposed the plan. Member Ortiz-Licon was particularly
critical in her assessment of the plan, commenting that
it did not sufficiently address gaps in equity and access.

The Fall 2017 Dashboard will be the first time that Smarter
Balanced assessment results will be included in the calculation of the CCI.
School/district performance on the CCI will be reported
in the following categories:
· Number/Percent Prepared, by student group and
measures met

Fall 2017 Dashboard Modifications
The Board approved several modifications to the state
and local indicators for incorporation into the Dashboard
prior to its Fall release.
English Learner Progress Indicator (ELPI)
In order to address the inclusion of long-term English
Learners (LTEL) into the ELPI, the Board added a full count
(an additional 100 percent weight) to the ELPI for each
LTEL who advanced at least one level on the annual California English Language Development Test (CELDT).

· Number/Percent Approaching Prepared, by student
group and measures met
· Number/Percent Not Prepared, by student group
The Board approved the following revised Status cut
scores:

Academic Indicator
When the Board approved the methodology for the Academic Indicator in January 2017, one of the unresolved issues was incorporation of the California Alternate Assessment (CAA) results because at that time, only one year of
CAA results were available.
Students with the most significant cognitive disabilities
are administered the CAAs for English language arts and
mathematics. Approximately one percent of California’s
students annually take the CAA.
While two years of CAA data will be available for the Fall
Dashboard, based on a recommendation from CDE, the
Board decided to delay the incorporation of the CAA into
the Academic Indicator until multi-year data is available
to perform simulations and evaluate options for reporting a valid Change determination — likely the Fall 2018
Dashboard.
For transparency, however, CAA results for 2017 will be
available in the Dashboard in the two reports that comprise the Academic indicator: the “English Language Arts
Assessment Report” and the “Math Assessment Report.”
SSDA

For the Fall 2017 Dashboard, data from the class of 2016
will be used for the CCI calculation. However, in the 201718 school year, CDE will change the submission and correction process for graduation data collected in CALPADS
by adding a report so LEAs can view their cohort data. By
streamlining the process, CDE will be able to use current
year data beginning with the Fall 2018 Dashboard release.
(The release will use the graduating class of 2018 to determine Status and the difference between the graduating
class of 2017 and 2018 to determine Change.
Chronic Absenteeism Indicator
Chronic Absenteeism is a metric identified as part of State
Priority 5 (Pupil Engagement), and under ESSA, California
is required to collect data to identify students who are
chronically late and absent and report chronic absenteeism rates for schools in the State Report Card.
CDE is only beginning to process and analyze the first year
Continued on page 9
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State Board of Education Approves State ESSA Plan,
Continues Work on Dashboard
Continued from page 8

of attendance data based on enrollment in the 2016-17
school year and will be exploring calculation methods
and reporting options in order to bring recommendations
back to the Board at the November 2017 SBE hearing.
Local Performance Indicators
School Climate (State Priority 6)
The School Conditions and Climate Work Group (CCWG)
has been exploring options for the further development
of school conditions and climate measures to be integrated into the state’s accountability system. CDE plans
to present the final Recommendation Framework of the
CCWG in an October SBE Information Memorandum.
CDE plans to present the final recommendations of the
CCWG to the Board at the November 2017 SBE hearing.
Access to a Broad Course of Study (LCFF Priority 7)
Initially, the CCI was used to establish the performance
standards for two LCFF priorities: Access to a Broad
Course of Study (LCFF Priority 7) and Outcomes in a Broad
Course of Study (LCFF Priority 8). However, CDE will be requesting the Board approve the inclusion of a local indicator to measure access to a broad course of study at the
November 2017 SBE hearing. CDE will also be asking the
Board to approve a standard for the local indicator, similar to the standards that the Board previously approved
for other local indicators, and to seek feedback on an initial draft self-reflection tool for the local indicator. CDE
expects to bring the self-reflection tool back to the Board
for approval at the March 2018 SBE hearing.

from the performance level determinations. Small student populations could still receive any of the five colors;
however, their placement in the five-by-five grid would
be limited to a three-by-five grid. Small student populations would only receive an “increased,” “maintained,” or
“decreased” level.
The three-by-five grid will be applied at the indicator
level based on the number of students included in each
specific indicator rather than at the school level based on
the number of students enrolled. Based on data analyses,
an n-size of less than 150 will be used due to its demonstrated statistical validity and reliability.
Alternative Schools Status
At the July 2017 SBE hearing, the Board adopted additional eligibility criteria for the definition of high risk students for the Dashboard Alternative School Status (DASS)
application process (formerly known as the Alternative
Schools Accountability Model).
Included within that definition were emotionally disturbed students. However, after the hearing, concerns
arose that having a “stand alone” students with disabilities group in the eligibility criteria might not be appropriate. After the Advisory Commission on Special Education
(ACSE) re-reviewed the definition and came to the same
conclusion, CDE returned to the Board at the September
2017 hearing with a recommendation to remove emotionally disturbed students from the DASS eligibility criteria. The Board approved the recommended revision.
Fall Dashboard 2017 Release Timeline

Other Dashboard Modifications

Early November

Small Student Population N-Size

•

After data analysis indicated that schools with small
student populations were, depending on the indicator,
often over-represented in either the Blue and Red performance levels, the Board approved a revised methodology that limits extreme changes in small student populations, called the “Safety Net” methodology.
The Safety Net methodology removes the “increased
significantly” or “decreased significantly” change levels
SSDA

LEA private review of the Fall 2017 Dashboard will begin and there will be a rolling weekly release of the
indicators.

November 8-9, 2017 (November 2017 SBE Hearing)
•

Potential action on the Academic and Chronic Absenteeism Indicators

Week of November 27, 2017
•
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HELPING SCHOOLS
ADDRESS RISING
UTILITY COSTS
TO FOCUS ON WHAT
MATTERS MOST

Climatec helps districts design and implement turnkey energy efficiency programs using budget-neutral
funding solutions. Our Energy Solutions program provides comprehensive solutions for upgrading energy
infrastructure such as:
• HVAC
• Lighting
• Building automation systems

• Renewable energy
• Water savings measures, and more!

K - 1 2 L E A D E R S H I P T E A M | E N E R GYCA @ C L I M AT E C . C O M | W W W. C L I M AT E C . C O M
SSDA
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Bonding in the Barn

Willows High School’s Mighty Honker Goats Program
brings students of all abilities together
By Corrie Pelc, Marketing & Membership Manager, SSDA
Creating a bond between special education and general education
students is not always an easy thing to do. At Willows High School,
teachers have been able to do just that through a program that uses
an unlikely activity — learning how to show goats.
Now in its second year, the Mighty Honker
Goats Program is a program within the
school’s FFA chapter that grants students
with disabilities the opportunity to show
goats at the Glenn County Fair.

According to Samons, their goal when starting the program was to
make sure the special needs students had no out-of-pocket expenses. “We know that those families oftentimes carry a heavier financial
burden raising a child with special needs with medications, doctor
visits and all of those things,” she explained. “We really wanted to
ensure that the cost of the project was not an issue.”
Additionally, Samons says the Glenn County
Fair has also been a strong ally in this project by helping to make sure the judges knew
about their program and its students, and providing information about the program at the
start of the auction. “Our community support
at the auction for those particular students
was incredible,” she added.

According to Staci Alves, animal science and
ag teacher at Willows High School, the program’s six special education students are
each teamed with two general education
“mentor” students. The special education
students receive their project in January
and meet twice to three times a week after
school to learn how to care for and train their
goat, preparing them for showing at the fair
in May.

The Bigger Win

According to Molly Lex, special education
teacher at Willows High School, the special
education students involved in the goat
program have severe disabilities, including
cerebral palsy, Down syndrome, and autism, and are on a certificate
of attendance track at the school. “I hand-pick the kids who I know
will be successful and can do this with independence and really gain
self-esteem and appreciate what they’re doing,” she explains.

A Group Effort
To make sure the Mighty Honker Goats Program runs well, program
advisors Alves and ag science teacher Amanda Samons rely on help
from the school and community. According to Alves, the parent of
a general education student, two student advisers, and the school’s
Ag Boosters run the program, handling paperwork, communications and other tasks.
And the school and surrounding community helps support the program financially as well. Between care and upkeep of the goats, and
what students need for the show ring, Alves estimates the cost can
be upwards of $1,200 per student. The students hold annual fundraisers in their community, and local businesses have also provided
sponsorships of both money and needed equipment.

SSDA

In addition to learning about their goats afterschool, the special education students — who
are also FFA members — attend FFA meetings
and ag classes with their general education
peers throughout the whole year, which is a
great opportunity for these students, Lex says.
“It gives them a chance to be in an environment where there isn’t their teacher with
them in a general ed classroom, there’s not a
paraprofessional hovering over them,” she explains. “They’re getting social skills, they’re getting a kind of confidence of knowing
other kids outside of our classroom, which is huge for some of our
kids with autism and social skills. They get to be part of something
that’s not special ed. You walk into the classroom and you can’t tell
who’s who, which is nice.”
“They are just part of the class, so they develop bonds with the general education students that they wouldn’t probably have gotten an
opportunity to do before,” Alves adds. “Last year one of our (special
education) students was prom queen because she got to know everyone so well.”
And Samons says the program has helped lead to an increased
amount of compassion. “Our general population of FFA members really look out for these (special education) students and take care of
them, whether it’s around campus or in the community,” she says.
“It’s so rewarding to see the mentor kids work with those special
needs kids, and the special needs kids just feel like part of the school.”
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Are your assessment solutions measuring what
really makes a difference for your students’
learning? More than half the schools in the US
trust NWEA® solutions for the data they need to
support student growth and achievement.

Start measuring what matters for
your students at NWEA.org

© NWEA 2017. NWEA is a registered trademark, and Measuring What Matters is a trademark, of NWEA in the US and other countries.

SSDA
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2017 Legislative Session Comes to a Close
compromise that changes the reserve cap “trigger” so that
it is even more remote (it does not apply until after an accumulation of at least three percent of the Proposition 98 guarantee in the Proposition 98 “reserve”). An important note for
small school districts is that this compromise now exempts
small school districts (ADA less than 2,501) and basic aid districts from the effects of the cap.

Barrett Snider
Capitol Advisors Group

Sunday, October 15th marked the last day
Governor Brown could sign bills for the
2017 legislative session. During this legislative session, over 900 bills were sent
to the Governor’s desk for his signature or veto. The Governor
ultimately vetoed 12 percent of the bills that reached his desk,
slightly lower than his 15 percent veto rate from last year. Below
is an overview of the key bills signed or vetoed by the Governor
as well as big bills that failed to even reach the Governor’s desk.
Key Bills Signed by Governor Brown – Here is a list of key bills
which may be of particular interest to school districts. Unless
otherwise indicated, bills signed by Governor Brown take effect
January 1, 2018:
•

•

•

SSDA

Sanctuary State - SB 54 (de Leon), otherwise known as
the “California Values Act,” passed out of the Senate and to
the Governor’s desk on a party-line vote of 27-11. This vote
came hours after a federal judge in Chicago had blocked the
Trump administration’s attempt to withhold Department of
Justice grant funds as a means of deterring states and cities
from adopting “sanctuary” policies like those in SB 54. The
bill would limit how state and local law enforcement, including school police and security departments, can cooperate
with federal immigration enforcement. Having been signed
by the Governor, SB 54 is the most comprehensive and farreaching policy of its kind in the country.
Housing Deal - This package of housing bills is aimed at addressing the state’s housing affordability crisis. Included in
the package were SB 2 (Atkins), which would add a $75 fee
to certain real estate transaction documents and is expected
to raise between $200 million to $300 million annually for local and state governments, SB 3 (Beall), which would place
a $4 billion bond on the 2018 ballot ($3 million for existing
housing projects, $1 billion for veteran’s housing), and SB 35
(Wiener), which would provide for a streamlined application
process for certain housing developments when there is a
housing shortage.
Reserve Cap - SB 751 (Hill), marks the end of a three-year
battle over the local reserve cap, which was part of a deal
between the Governor and the California Teachers Association (CTA) related to Proposition 2 (Rainy Day Fund). The California School Boards Association (CSBA) and CTA reached a

•

Meal Shaming - SB 250 (Hertzberg) will attempt to ensure
that when a parent or guardian has unpaid school meal debt,
the pupil is not singled out or made to feel responsible for
that debt by requiring local education agencies to make sure
that the pupil is not shamed, treated differently or served a
meal that differs from what other pupils would receive under
the LEA’s policy.

•

Free Feminine Hygiene Products in School Restrooms AB 10 (C. Garcia) requires Title 1 schools serving students
in grades 6 through 12 to provide free feminine hygiene
products in at least half of the restrooms on campus. The bill
passed both houses of the Legislature with overwhelming
bi-partisan support. According to the author, “Feminine hygiene products are a necessity for the health, well-being, and
full participation for those who menstruate. No person who
menstruates should ever need to worry about access to tampons or sanitary pads. These products are medical necessities for half of our population and as a state California should
not wait to lead the country to increase access to these products.”

•

Lead Testing - Following a string of high-profile reports revealing elevated levels of lead in school water systems, AB
746 (Gonzalez-Fletcher) was authored to require testing of
any community water system that services a schoolsite built
before 2010 on, or before, July 1, 2019. Certain findings will
trigger notice and remedial action. For now, the State Water
Board offers financial assistance to any school district that requests lead testing.

•

Prescription Drug Transparency - School groups came out
in support of SB 17 (Hernandez), in light of the rising costs
associated with employer-sponsored healthcare. SB 17 attempts to temper the impact of prescription drug costs on
healthcare premiums by requiring that drug companies report and explain significant price increases.

Key Bills Vetoed by Governor Brown – Of the 187 bills vetoed,
here is a list of bills that were vetoed by the Governor but which
we could see return in another form next legislative session.
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2017 Legislative Session Comes to a Close
Continued from page 13
•

Wireless Equipment - In an effort heavily criticized by local
governments across the state, SB 649 (Heuso) would have
limited local authority to deny or regulate the placement
of cellular equipment in or on public rights-of-way, including street lights and utility towers. The author and proponents claimed the bill was necessary to improve connectivity
across the state, and to prepare for the next wave of cellular
service. Meanwhile, opposition argued the bill would reduce
local input on possibly aesthetically unappealing equipment
and that there is no real pressing need for the bill. In his veto
message, the Governor wrote, “There is something of real
value in having a process that results in extending this innovative technology rapidly and efficiently. Nevertheless, I
believe that the interest which localities have in managing
rights of way requires a more balanced solution to the one
achieved in this bill. Watch for this issue to return in 2018 in a
bill that concedes more control to local governments.

•

Home-to-School Transportation (HTST) Program - SB 527
(Galgiani) would have provided an annual COLA to the HTST
program that is currently a component of some LEA’s LCFF
entitlement calculation. HTST funds are required to be used
for transportation purposes, but the targeted funds do not
increase with the cost of living. Numerous reports have highlighted the program’s inequitable distribution of the funds,
largely driven by outdated formulas from decades past, yet
this bill faced an uphill battle with the Governor’s Administration as they have consistently prioritized using all available
growth in Prop 98 to increase the LCFF base grants. In his
veto message, the Governor acknowledged the importance
of student transportation but ultimately found that “the Local
Control Funding Formula provides local schools and county
offices of education with substantial flexibility and autonomy
to implement and augment programs that meet the educational needs of their students and local communities.”

•

School Employee Housing – AB 45 (Thurmond) would
have required the Department of Housing and Community
Development to administer a financing assistance program
for qualified school districts and developers for the creation
of affordable rental housing for school employees. Assembly
Member Thurmond ran a similar bill last year but it was held
in the Assembly Appropriations Committee. In his veto message, the Governor wrote that he was reluctant to create a
new program at this time, given that he had just signed SB 2,
which would, in subsequent years, provide funding targeted
at creating workforce housing. The Governor encouraged
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the bill’s author to work the California Housing Financing
Authority to maximize the funding in SB 2.
Bills that Stalled in 2017 - A number of closely watched bills
also failed to reach the Governor’s desk:
•

•

School Start Time – SB 328 (Portantino) would have prohibited all California middle and high schools, including
charter schools, from starting the school day any earlier than
8:30 a.m. Proponents of the bill argued that this was a public health issue, citing recent research showing the negative
effects of sleep deprivation on adolescent students and argued that later start time would help reverse these effects.
Opponents of the bill argued that local school boards are
most familiar with the needs of their jurisdiction that that
start time should remain a “locally driven and collectively
bargained” decision. The bill ultimately failed passage off
the Assembly Floor after it only garnered 26 of the 41 votes
it needed for passage. In a statement made after the bill’s
failed vote, Senator Portantino vowed that he was not giving up and that he would revisit the issue next year.
State STEM School – AB 1217 (Bocanegra and Portantino)
would have established a state-authorized STEM school in
Los Angeles County without any local input or accountability measures. The bill was sponsored by Eli Broad and supported by a coalition of largely non-K-12 education groups
but was opposed by every major education, labor, and management organized in the state. Opponents argued that bill
was unnecessary to establish a STEM school in Los Angeles,
as there were several existing avenues currently available
in law. Additional concerns were expressed bout the bill’s
ambiguity on local involvement and input, community engagement, and parental recourse should there be questions
or concerns with the new school. The bill was moved to the
Senate inactive fill on the last day of floor session after it was
unclear if the bill had sufficient votes. It could be brought
back up next year if the author believes enough votes have
changed to secure its passage.

It is also worth noting a number of other major policy debates
stalled out in 2017, but are expected to return in 2018. These issues include legislation dealing with reform of charter schools,
teacher tenure, EL reclassification, and LCFF/LCAP transparency,
among others.

Looking Forward
It is finally quiet in Sacramento as Legislators have gone home
to their districts for the remainder of 2017. The Legislature will
reconvene on Wednesday, January 3, 2018.
Nov/Dec 2017
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Governor Signs Bill Package to Help
Address State’s Housing Crisis
By Caitlin Jung, Legislative Council,
Capitol Advisors Group
Included among the hundreds of
bills signed by the Governor during the 2017 legislative session was
a packaging of housing bills aimed
at helping address housing affordability and supply in California. This
housing package was the culmination of months of efforts by
Legislative leadership, who had identified the state’s housing
crisis as a top priority heading into the last month of session.

this issue as well as tackle the statewide housing issue using a two prong approach: (1) Raising funds to help finance
the construction of low-income housing and (2) Easing local
regulations in order to streamline home building. At the center of this historic housing package are three bills:
•

SB 2 (Atkins). Entitled the “Building Homes and Jobs
Act,” this bill adds a $75 recording fee to every real estate instrument, paper, or notice required or permitted
by law to be recorded for certain transactions involving
real property. The bill is estimated to bring in $200-$300
million in annual revenue for the state and local governments, with funds raised to ultimately go towards numerous housing efforts, including building affordable
owner-occupied workforce housing, streamlining local
housing production, increasing low-income housing,
and helping local governments assist the homeless.

•

SB 3 (Beall). This bill will put the “Veterans and Affordable
Housing Bond Act of 2018” on the November 2018 ballot.
If passed by voters, the bond would provide $3 billion for
low-income housing and $1 billion for home loans for veterans, for a total of $4 billion in new housing funding.

•

SB 35 (Wiener). This bill creates a streamlined, ministerial
approval process for infill developments in areas that have
failed to meet their regional housing needs assessment
number. To qualify for the streamlined process, the development must contain two or more residential units as well
as meet other specified conditions, including requiring
the developer to pay its workers the prevailing wage.

Political Backdrop
The package of bills faced a sometimes uphill battle on its
way to the Governor’s desk. One bill in the package, SB 2,
faced the toughest battle on the Assembly floor during the
last few days of session. This was due in part to Democratic
fatigue left over from votes earlier in the year to increase the
gas tax and extend the state’s cap and trade program. Vulnerable democrats, facing potential reelection fights in 2018,
were understandably cautious about voting to approve yet
another controversial measure. The bill ultimately passed after a last-minute push by Assembly Speaker Anthony Rendon to gather support from Assembly Members Marc Levine
(D-Marin County) and Adrin Nazarian (D-North Hollywood),
both of whom had had lingering questions regarding the bill.
One vulnerable Assembly Democrat was also helped out by
Assembly Member Brian Maienschien (R-San Diego), the lone
republican to vote for SB 2. Assembly Member Maienschien
was motivated by the hepatitis A outbreak in his city, stating
that the problem has reached a level that, “to do nothing,
to me, isn’t an option.” This vote allowed Assembly Member
Sabrina Cervantes (D-Riverside), who has been identified as
one of the Democrats most at risk of losing her seat in 2018,
to vote no on the measure.
The Housing Package: What does it include?
While targeted at the state’s housing crisis in general, the
bills included provisions and created programs that could go
towards helping California’s teaching shortage as well. For
schools dealing with an educator shortage, the inability to
find affordable housing is often listed as one factor affecting their ability to recruit and retain a sufficient number of
qualified teachers. This package of bills could help address
SSDA

What’s Next?
While touted as the most comprehensive effort by the state
to address this issue in decades, the effects of this bill package will not be immediate. For example, with regards to the
funding provided under SB 2, money collected in the first
year will go towards streamlining local zoning requirements
and addressing homelessness and will only in subsequent
years will be put forth for its other intended purposes, like
workforce housing. Additionally, while the package of bills
will bring in roughly $6.5 billion over the next decade, state
and third-party estimates still show the state falling billions
of dollars short annually of the funds necessary to build sufficient housing for California’s neediest residents.
For more information about any of the bills in this package,
feel free to send any questions to Caitlin@capitoladvisors.org.
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CTE Certifications Make a Big Impact
for Small Districts
The requirements to enter the workforce are changing
and Career and Technical Education (CTE) has adapted
to ensure students are ready for new and emerging career fields. As educators seek to prepare students with
21st century skills to enter the modern workforce, CTE is
quickly adapting to meet their needs.
One way CTE programs are evolving to meet new industry demands is by offering industry certifications. Schools,
educators, parents and even legislators are quickly realizing the impact certifications have on a student’s future
beyond the classroom.
“I see a lot of high schools throughout the state and
throughout the country moving in this direction,” says
Patrick Smith, CTE educator at King City High School.
“Because it provides evidence for these students I think
it’s going to connect a bridge between industry and education, which is outstanding.”
Certifications open doors to employment opportunities,
provide validation of a student’s qualifications, and
often result in higher income earnings overall. For
example, a study in California showed that individuals
increased their average wage by 41.8 percent a year
after becoming certified.

SSDA

Implementation Challenges for Small Districts

Introducing certifications into a program can seem overwhelming, especially for smaller districts which face limited resources and the need to provide relevant instruction. As a result, 41 percent of school districts do not offer
certification opportunities within their CTE classes.
The primary challenge when integrating industry certifications into existing CTE programs is curriculum-based.
Because students are required to master general K-12
education standards in addition to any technical skills
offered by CTE programs, it can be difficult to fit certifications into an already strenuous workload. Another
challenge is the speed with which certifications are
amended. Many certifications, particularly those in technology fields, need to be updated year to year to evolve
with industry demands. Finally, districts typically lack
the necessary connections within their communities or
surrounding colleges in order to establish a certification
program themselves.
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